




My background has been an intersection of food and marketing. I’ve worked in
kitchens and agencies, and as a food photographer and buyer. When I moved
out West, I became the marketing director for the California Olive Oil Council,
where I trained and tasted alongside a professional panel, kind of like
the sommeliers of olive oil. During this time I developed a real reverence for
exceptional olive oil. Right now is a very exciting time for California olive oil!
Producers here aren’t confined to old-world traditions (isn’t that California in a
nutshell?) and are experimenting with growing and blending different olive
types and milling techniques. They are trying to bring meaning and
transparency back to the term extra virgin, which means that the utmost care
and best practices have been used—from the time the olive was fruit on a tree
to oil in a bottle.

Both my husband, Jay, and I became
obsessed with California olive oil from this
experience, so it felt natural to launch
Wonder Valley. We work with the best miller
in the state to blend our favorite olive
varietals. We designed our dream bottle,
made of matte black glass to protect the oil
from light and heat and to extend the shelf
life, with a wood-and-cork closure and a
letterpressed label with our own siren on the
front. 

The product is named after a small community in Joshua Tree. How does
the desert inspire you?
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Wonder Valley is a sun-bleached, high desert town 30 miles east of Joshua Tree
that we’ve been going to the past few years. There’s room in the desert—room
to think, create, and contribute. There is a timelessness that feels like such a
departure from living in big cities. Wonder Valley is a unique place that’s home
to artists and outsiders, recluses and rock climbers, marines and motorbikers,
who converge to inhabit the uninhabitable, and in effect create a place that is
unlike any other. Ultimately our brand is just applying that to a state of mind
and furnishing that far-out home by creating one beautiful product at a time.

When you’re not traveling, you and your husband reside in Los Angeles.
What are some of your favorite neighborhood spots?

The spicy Thai food at Night + Market Song, al pastor tacos at Leo’s Taco
Truck off Temple, wine and spaghetti date nights in the Speranza garden, and
grabbing a drink at the small clubhouse-like bar down the street called
Hyperion Tavern.
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